
1.	 Earth	Blue	 5:30					

2.	 White	 8:30

3.	 Savannah	Sunrise	 6:00

4.	 Abendschatten	 7:20

5.	 Distant	Dreams	 10:13

6.	 Earth	Green	 5:55

7.		 Earth	Light	 6:00

8.	 Pradera	 9:00

9.	 The	Source	 	6:20

	 	 Total	Time	63:68

Track	Listing:

Review:
Picking out a single album from Deuter’s catalog as “essential” is 
nigh impossible. However, Earth Blue gets the nod because the CD 
illustrates that Deuter is as good at crafting ambient music as he is at 
his more typical New Age genre. Intermixing floating, serene electronic 
selections with more uptempo numbers featuring sparkling guitar 
melodies and lilting flute and recorder, this music, commissioned for 
the Autostadt Exhibition in Wolfsburg, Germany, is a revelation of the 
depth and breadth of this man’s superior talent.

  - Bill BinkElman, nEw agE REtailER

Artist	Bio:
Deuter is the seminal new age 
musician, active for over 30 years! 
also a Reiki practitioner, Deuter lives 
and works in the mountains of Santa 
Fe, nm, creating the contemplative, 
healing music for which he has 
become renowned. through feeling, 
awareness and experience, and 

constantly inspired by the natural world around him, he creates 
music that transports the listener to a space of peacefulness and 
wellbeing. He continues to earn and master an ever-expanding  
array of instruments including the drums, shakuhachi, cello, koto, 
sitar, tibetan singing bowls, santoor, buzuki, and keyboards.

Album	Description:
Deuter’s soulful flute and enchanting, layered melodies invite you  
to awaken into a wonderful world of inner silence and vital 
meditation. Earth Blue is composed with a superb sensitivity that 
allows the listener’s spirit to unfold. 

Buy!	Here’s	Why!
•  Beautiful music from a renowned composer!
•  wonderful for the healing arts!
•  Excellent for everyday use and enjoyment!

P.O.P.	/	Merchandising:
•  Promo CDs
•  Press kits
•  Postcards 

Advertising:	
• Consumer and trade merchandising in new age Voice,  
 new age  Retailer, Body & Soul, Utne, and in-store publications
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Other	Albums	by	Deuter:

Atmospheres
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East of  
the Full Moon
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Koyasan
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